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Montessori in a Virtual World 
 

We are going through some uncertain times. Most people find comfort in 

routine because it allows us to predict the near future. This is even more true for 

children than for adults because they have less control over their lives to begin 

with. The current stay-at-home regime has wiped out the academic routine for 

our children, just as it has radically altered the routines of our parents, staff, and 

faculty. We cannot hold our breath and wait for the healthcare emergency to 

dissipate. The purpose of the “Montessori at a Distance” Program is to allow us 

all to gain a measure of control over our lives and provide the nurturing 

environment parents have come to expect from their child’s Montessori 

classroom. 

 

The MMC Management & faculty has developed a plan to replicate, using a 

blend of electronic media, the Montessori curriculum, and environment that 

your children have enjoyed this year. Obviously, we cannot re-create all aspects 

with teachers, children, and parents working from their homes. But we believe 

we have designed a program that will allow your children to re-establish routine 

and allow them to progress with their academic, social, and emotional 

development. 

 

This curriculum consists of several components. The first is the daily schedule, 

which allows the students to take up again their daily routine. Your child’s 

Classroom Teacher will send the schedule to you with the intent that you post it 

prominently the children. This will allow you to establish a framework for 

school days. 

 

Second, your child’s Classroom Teacher will be communicating with you and 

your child by a combination of Email, videoconference, Google Classroom, and 

Transparent Classroom. (see the Technology section, below). The exact mix is 

being tailored for each level based on the curriculum, and details will come to 

you in an email from the teacher. Classroom teachers will demonstrate lessons 

to individuals or small groups, the students will work individually on the work, 

supported by the Classroom teacher or Assistant, as needed, during the day. 

Classroom teachers will also provide opportunities for class meetings/activities 

so students can feel connected to their fellow classmates and friends. Teachers 

will also check to ensure students are making progress and will meet with the 

Head of School weekly to report on student progress. This will also include 

Spanish, Music, Yoga and other extracurricular activities.  
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Learning together with a sense of exploration, curiosity, and discovery results in 

deeper and more meaningful experiences for children. This instills a great sense 

of ownership and responsibility for the child. Above all, we want children to 

feel connected to their learning, not simply “complete assignments” while at 

home. 

 

Replicating what happens in our classrooms is not something we can achieve 

without being on campus. Our goal is to work in collaboration with families to 

keep alive the culture of learning that is a hallmark of Montessori and provide 

families with support and activities that match our school culture and curriculum. 

 

The Teachers will hold “Reflection hours” at the end of the day, when 

parents or caregivers can connect with them to ask questions or voice 

concerns. This period of reflection is a one on one time with the students. 

Parents will need to schedule a slot on the Sign-Up Genius created for this 

event. 

 

Parents have a vital role in “distance education.” Parents should not do the work 

for their children, but they can help recreate the environment and support the 

students as they do the work. Your child’s Classroom teacher can help you with 

the fine line between. In order for children to benefit from the program they will 

need to be available to interact with their Classroom teachers from 8:30 AM to 

3:00 PM each day, but they will not be online during that entire period. We will 

be taking attendance and keep a record of the same, just as we do when we are 

on campus, but the important factor is that the children get a day’s work done 

each day, not that they sign in at 8:30 AM and sign out at 3:00 PM. 

 

This system assumes our families have access to the internet and computers 

which is not always the case in our parent community. Parents who need 

equipment or do not have internet access need to ensure they are working with 

Classroom Directors to find alternate means to connect to the class. We can lend 

parents Chromebooks, for instance.  

 

This is new for us as it is for parents and students. During weekly meetings with 

the faculty we will be discussing what is working well, and what needs to be 

tweaked. The teachers will remain mentally nimble as we feel our way forward, 

and parents will be notified of the anticipated frequent changes to this 

Handbook. We hope all parents can be flexible concerning changes, patient with 

mis-steps, express concerns openly, and offer possible solutions. 
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  Distance Learning Etiquettes  
 

1. MMC will notify the student and his/her parents, if s/he tries to log in from 

another student's computer, as this would be regarded as invading or from 

a device that he/she does not generally use. Every student is required to 

use their own Gmail user account.  

 

2. All students will be provided with their own specific passwords. Any 

changes in password will need to be handled by the MMC G-Suite 

administrator. 

 

3. Sending any kind of message that is in-appropriate, using Google chat, to 

another user, will not be tolerated by MMC and will be reported to their 

respective parents. Repetition of this will need to serious consequences. 

 

4. Only the Teacher, Co-teacher and admin will have the right to mute any 

participant in the Google hangout during that session. If any student 

participant mute’s, any other participant’s audio, this will not be tolerated 

by MMC and will be reported to their parents. Any participant in Google 

hangout, will only be able unmute himself.  

 

5. Only the Teacher, Co-Teacher and admin has the authority to remove any 

participant out of the meeting. If a student participant is caught removing 

anybody out of the meeting will be dealt with seriously and the violation 

recorded on paper as an incident.  

 

 

A Guide to Video conference Etiquette. 
 

1. General. 

Video conferencing is an important part of the new normal for schools. 

This guide will help you learn the dos and don'ts of video conferencing 

for your children. 

o The host (usually the Classroom Teacher) sends an invitation with a 
password (as an additional security precaution).  

o The host controls each person's mute if the participant does not turn it on. 

o Anytime a student is logged into Google Hangout session, the camera must 

be ‘ON’ and the student must be visible to the teacher. 
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2. Be confident in the technology. 

Don’t be surprised if after a day or so your child will be better at video 

conferencing than you. Children have an “absorbent mind” and you have 

surely noticed their ability to connect with devices—even when we don’t 

want them to! 

 

3. Mute yourself when you join the class and only unmute when you are 

speaking. Re-mute when you have finished speaking. 

Even though you may not be speaking and think you're being quiet, most 

microphones can pick up minor background noises, like coughs, sneezes, or 

typing. These sounds can easily distract other children and potentially even 

cause annoyance. Your child’s Classroom teacher can mute everyone, but 

while she is presenting it is an additional chore to monitor muting. 

 

 

4. Be on time. 

This one should be standard with any meeting, video or otherwise. However, 

when you're dialing in to a video conference, it's especially important. While 

you might be able to get away with sneaking into a physical meeting late, 

everything is more visible in a video conference. 

 

5. Eye contact. 

Eye contact is extremely important during a video conference, as you want 

the Classroom Teacher and the other children conferencing in to feel 

engaged. When you walk in late, you'll be making noise and distract anyone 

in the room who is speaking. This can result in confusion and stoppages. 

Additionally, when you're on time for a meeting, it'll make getting set up 

with technology easier and less painless so the meeting can start on time.  

 

6. Ensure your technology works correctly. 

You don't want to have to delay a meeting for an important lesson because 

your video conferencing system isn't working properly. You may need to do 

a few test runs with other parents before going live with your child’s first 

class. This will make sure everything runs smoothly during the real thing. 

 

7. Make sure you are using the correct software. 

Many video conferencing options are available. MMC has chosen Google 

Hangouts as its primary means of communication by video. However, the 

Classroom Director may choose to use zoom or other video conferencing 

apps. Your Classroom Director will let you know in advance if she will use a 

different application. 

 

8. Frame the camera correctly. 
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When your child is on video, make sure he or she is framed in the camera in 

a way that feels natural and allows you to look at the camera. I “head and 

shoulders” shot is a good rule of thumb. Sit at eye level to the lens, and try to 

position yourself so that it shows midsection up. Placing it too high leaves 

other participants staring down at you like a bad tv show. Putting a camera 

too low makes it impossible for the other participants to see your child’s face. 

 

9. Have the right light. 

Poor lighting conditions have an enormous effect on the video quality that 

you send. You'll want to make sure that there is enough light in the room 

you're in so that your video isn't grainy and unwatchable. Try to avoid mixing 

natural lighting and interior lighting unless your bulbs are daylight white. 

Lighting from the sides will make faces look the best, so try for that if you 

can. 

 

10. Look into the camera. 

A common mistake is looking at the video feed instead of the camera when 

speaking to a remote participant. While it may seem like the right thing to do, 

it actually makes it appear as if you're looking off and not paying attention. 

Looking into the camera lens is the equivalent of looking into the person's 

eyes, so have your child practice doing so until he or she is comfortable with 

it. 

 

11. Pay attention. 

Your child needs to become comfortable paying attention in this new 

environment and may need your help at the beginning. Clear the conference 

area of toys or other distractions—especially siblings! You may need to oach 

your child at first.
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The Academic Program 
 

Because MMC serves children from Toddler through Elementary School the 

academic program varies greatly. But in each case, the academic program 

supports the development of the whole child 

 

For the Toddler children parents or caregivers will need to play a larger role as 

those children often need more redirection than older students—this is why the 

uninterrupted work period for Elementary students is longer than for Primary 

students or Toddlers.  

 

Primary children may also participate in the activities listed above. More likely, 

however, parents will need to adjust the actual lesson to something more age 

appropriate. Instead of pouring, the child may help make a simple dinner for the 

whole family. 

 

Older students (Elementary) generally work independently, alone or in small 

groups, doing the work demonstrated to them during a lesson. Elementary 

teachers meet with small groups at designated times of the day to demonstrate 

the work to be performed. While students gather for lessons at designated times, 

for the presentation, they may meet together using Google Hangout meet 

application to work together to master the task presented during the lesson. 

 

Outside the assigned presentation or meeting times, students may organize the 

work of their day as they choose. This includes time for breaks, lunch, exercise, 

etc. They must complete the work, and if they do before the end of the school 

day they may choose other “work” (which adults may call fun or games). If you 

find your child not completing work, determine whether it is because of the 

difficulty of the task or work avoidance. If it is the former, they can always 

continue the next day (parents may want to check in with the Classroom teacher 

to gauge effort and difficulty). If it is the latter, it can become homework instead 

of some other desired evening activity. 

 

Same and Different 
 

Montessori at a Distance can’t be exactly the same as Montessori on campus. 

Identifying what is the same with Distance Learning, and what is different, can 

help put the at-home experience in context. For instance: 

 

1. Lessons 

Same - child selects 

Different - rather than a Montessori lesson, child selects a task from home (as 

discussed with the teacher during reflection time) from home or works with 
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an array of teacher-supplied work. 

2. Teacher Assistance 

Same - child requests and goes to staff person or staff observes child needs 

assistance  

Different - child requests help of parent or parent observes and requests 

assistance from MMC staff 

 

3. Schedule 

Same - staff uses a schedule (students are not necessarily aware that there is a 

schedule for lessons) 

Different - students are very aware that there is a schedule for lessons (a 

feeling of less choice); yet for some items (i.e., silent reading) there is greater 

flexibility in students deciding when to read, etc. 

 

4. Self-check 

Same – Working and updating your planner.   

Different – No difference 

 

5. Collaboration between the students 

Same at the scheduled lesson times 

Different - students initiate chats via their own Google Hangouts account 

 

6. Practical life skills, PE, lunch, snack 

Same - included in daily schedule and ideas provided by 

MMC Different - doing with parents rather than friends 

and staff 

 

7. Record keeping 

Same - Transparent Classroom being used to identify lessons completed 

Different – other application record keeping in addition to Transparent 

Classroom 

 

8. Staff impact 

Same - lesson/schedule preparation 

Different - using unfamiliar sources, much more additional work time 
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Administration 

When Montessori at a Distance is in operation the administrative staff will also 

work remotely. On campus, parent questions or issues can be addressed quickly 

because we are usually within about 15 feet of each other. Working remotely 

takes a bit longer. We will do our best to maintain the personal touch parents 

have a right to expect, and we implement the following steps to get as close to 

that as possible. The administration hours will remain the same as School hours 

and the administration contact number is 248-479-3099. 

 

● Tips for Parents (This comes from an Upper Elementary Guide but it can 

apply above and below that age range.): How can I help my older child do 

the required stuff online? 

o Here is what the teachers are hearing: 

➢ I can't get into my account. 

➢ I can't find the assignments I'm supposed to do. 

➢ It says I already did that assignment, but I did not. 

➢ My email isn't working. Would you send this to my mom's account? 

➢ I'm at my dad's house but all the information is at my mom's house. 

o Very little, in other words, about the work itself. 

 

o Parents of kids in this age range--you may think your child is ready to 

navigate the online world of school, but they aren't. Here's how to help: 

 Set aside a time, just as you would for homework after school, where you 

are completely present to your child's needs. Don't try to do this in 

between your own work meetings, in other words. 

 Make sure you read emails from your teachers and write down any new 

account or password information they give you. 

 Register your child—don't let them do it alone, because they will 

promptly forget the user name or class code or password. 

 Write down every program with the USERNAME EMAIL CLASS 

CODE combo it offers you. 

 Logout, and have your child login/logout twice in your presence. 

 Have your child do one activity while you sit there, so you can see them 

navigate the site. Write down some tips for them. 

 Have your child do another activity while you are elsewhere, and check 
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that they accomplished it. 

 If your child can't get onto the site, look for a “forgot my password” link 

and have the password sent to the correct email. 

 Make it a rule that they change nothing about the site without you present 

so you can write it down. 

 If you have two households, make sure you communicate everything 

well. Send it by email. Send it by text, too. 

 Your teacher will not get mad at questions your child asks; however, we 

are not at the same place and it's hard to email back and forth (kids often 

do not do the “check email” thing constantly). It's hard to explain to a 

kid this age by email. A real person guiding them is so much more 

helpful.
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Frequently Asked Questions 
1. When and how can I reach my child’s teacher? 

Email remains the  best  way  to  contact  a  teacher.  All  faculty  emails  end  in  

“teacher name @mmcfh.org” and CC mariamontessori2019@gmail.com if its 

time sensitive . 

 

2. When can I expect a response? 

In most cases, you can expect a response to emails within 24 hours, excluding 

weekends and planned school breaks. 

 

3. How much communication can I expect from the school? 

The administration will communicate with you directly should there be any 

updates on the COVID-19 situation that might have a direct impact on school 

operations. Email the head of school or the school email at any time of concern  

 

4. How will the school keep me informed on the closure? 

All closure updates and plans to reopen will be communicated via email and 

posted on the MMC website, Instagram, remind and Facebook pages. 

 

5. How will we be billed for the tuition fees? 

Right now, we will be billing parents according to the selections they have 
communicated to the office just before the school started. Any  changes will be 
communicated as per the situation.  

 

6. How can I help my child with internet? 

We are taking all precautions to ensure internet safety. Your child’s classroom 

director will require a link for the google hangout meet. We are also monitoring 

the latest news concerning internet security and will make adjustments to ensure 

the safety of your children.  

 

7. What support will be provided to children whose parents both work full-

time? 

It would be unrealistic and counter-productive in the circumstances for MMC to 

provide childcare for all working families. We understand that a sudden school 

closure is an inconvenience for all. The program outlined in this Handbook was 

designed to be used by caregivers such as babysitters or grandparents—those 

who know little or nothing about the Montessori Method. By following the 

daily schedule and invitations to meetings with the Classroom Teacher, and 

supporting the child at her work, any responsible adult can recreate the 

Montessori at a Distance Program. 

 

8. I have several children at the school and sense overlapping expectations by 

my children’s teachers. What can I do? 

mailto:mariamontessori2019@gmail.com
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Please communicate with your child’s teachers to let them know of your concerns. 

They can work together to make sure that demands on computer time, for example, 

do not overload your capacity at home. 

 

9. I cannot connect my child to the school’s proposed means of 

communication. 

Please communicate with your child’s teachers to let them know of your needs. 

If you need a computer, insofar as the school is able, we will provide a 

Chromebook. If you don’t have internet or it is too slow for the applications we 

will be using, discuss the situation with your child’s classroom director and we 

will find the best solution given the parameters of your situation. 

 

While we are certainly facing an unknown future, this plan should narrow our 

focus and provide a way forward until we can welcome your child to campus 

again. 

 

Respectfully, 
 

 
Mona Ahuja  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

“It is not enough for the teacher to love the child. She must first love and 

understand the universe. She must prepare herself and truly work at it.” 

- Dr Maria Montessori 
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Montessori Quotes to Set the Tone 
 

“One test of the correctness of educational procedure is the happiness of the 

child.” 

 

“Joy, feeling one's own value, being appreciated and loved by others, feeling 

useful and capable of production are all factors of enormous value for the 

human soul.” 

 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
“As we observe children, we see the vitality of their spirit, the maximum effort 

put forth in all they do, the intuition, attention and focus they bring to all life’s 

events, and the sheer joy they experience in living.” 

“It is necessary that the child teach himself, and then the success is 

great.” 

 
“The teacher’s task is not to talk, but to prepare and arrange a series of motives 

for cultural activity in a special environment made for the child. – The Absorbent 

Mind 

 
“The instructions of the teacher consist then merely in a hint, a touch—enough to 

give a start to the child. The rest develops itself.” – Dr. Montessori’s Own 

Handbook 

 

“… the task of the educator lies in seeing that the child does not confound 
good 

with immobility, and evil with activity, as often happens in old-time discipline.” 


